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Abstract: Scientists have made efforts to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of ecosystem service
valuation and mapping; yet little actual implementation of new ecosystem service knowledge has been
delivered in practice. We explored this gap by developing a spatially explicit and semi-qualitative
evaluation approach to clarify how the spatial patterns of new town developments impact three types
of water-related regulating ecosystem services, namely water flow regulation, flooding mitigation,
and water quality regulation. Based on peer-reviewed publications, we identified key indicators
with spatial characteristics that practitioners care about and have control of. We investigated the
case of Lingang, a satellite city of Shanghai in the Yangtze River Delta, and found that (1) 85.30%
of the pre-urban East Lingang with native marshlands performed better holistically while 93.06%
of the post-urban East Lingang using the man-made lakeside model performed poorly; (2) 82.47%
of the double grids model at West Lingang performed poorly in pre-urban time, while some major
waterways were improved by the Hydrological Planning; and (3) a major weakness in the planning
process was the ignorance in conserving pre-urban ecological resources, preventing the provision of
ecosystem services. Finally, four urban design principles of both large-scale land use considerations
and finer-scale design implications were proposed.

Keywords: regulating ecosystem services; water; spatial pattern; planning and design; new town
development; Yangtze River Delta

1. Introduction

Environmental degradation as well as the loss of critical ecosystem services (ESs) have been
seen as a result of the unparalleled urbanization in post-reform China. One approach to achieve
more sustainable urban development is through ‘design for eco-services’ [1], which means that ES
performance should be considered initially when making planning and design [1]. ESs are the goods
and services that people receive from natural ecosystems [2,3]. While the concept of ESs has been well
established and more efforts have been contributed to improving the efficiency and effectiveness of ES
mapping and valuation [4,5], little actual implementation of new ES knowledge has been delivered
in practice [5,6]. Planning and designing interventions can change the spatial patterns of a city or a
region [7]. Thus, the ecological processes and functions provided in urban or regional ecosystems are
likely to be altered. An understanding of how ES performance is impacted by urban developments is
pivotal for practitioners in the task of maintaining or fostering essential ESs in cities.
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As per the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment report, ES can be classified into four categories,
including provisioning, regulating, supporting, and cultural servicing [2]. Among these categories,
regulating ESs are essential to maintain balance in terrestrial ecosystems; however, they are often
ignored in decision-making processes because they are less visible to people [8,9]. Moreover,
the water-related ecosystem services (ESw) are highly interrelated with society due to their role
in human wellbeing [10–13]. For example, ESw involves all the four ES categories such as freshwater
provision (provisioning service), waterfront areas for recreational activities (cultural service), water
cycling (supporting service), and flooding mitigation (regulating service) [14,15]. Therefore, this article
focuses on water-related regulating ecosystem services (regulating ESw), which are delivered through
a combination of natural landscapes (i.e., retention ponds and wetlands that enable water purification
and water flow regulation) and built infrastructure (i.e., pipeline that enables stormwater discharge)
in urban developments. The spatial patterns of urban developments are inevitably related to the
quality and quantity of regulating ESs produced by water systems in a given territory [16]. Hence,
this article focuses on the spatial patterns of new town developments, particularly their impacts on
the performance of regulating ESw. The term ‘spatial pattern’ may be understood at different spatial
scales. At the broad scale, it includes features relevant to the spatial composition and configuration of
a landscape, for instance, the shape and size of a stream or the land use functions of a floodplain [17].
At the finer scale, it deals with the materiality or construction details of a riverbank, a bioretention
pond, and even the plant species used for bioswales.

This article relates the spatial patterns of new town developments with ES performance, which is
a particular concern for at least three reasons. First, the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) has experienced the
most intensive urbanization, coupled with environmentally insensitive planning and design, whose
ecological consequences have been widely criticized [18–20]. New town development describes
the process whereby non-urban areas are converted into urban areas [18]. During the process,
the original water system is flattened, resulting in channelized, straightened, chopped, and filled
natural streams, coupled with countless removed wetlands and marshlands [18,21]. However, artificial
lakes and ponds have been newly built, for example Jiyang Lake in Zhangjiagang, Jinji Lake in Suzhou,
and Dishui Lake in Shanghai. Consequently, three regulating ESw’s have been influenced, namely
water flow regulation (WF), flooding and stormwater mitigation (FS), and water quality regulation
(WQ). Second, the theories of ES have been traditionally studied by the professionals of ecology, biology,
environmental science, and engineering; however, most of their research focused on the ecosystems
in non-urban areas [9,18]. The prevalent research on ES valuation and mapping, mostly using land
uses and land cover data [22–25], was devoted to pursuing ‘pure basic research for fundamental
understanding’ [5]. As has been argued, little effort was made in ‘implementing the new ES knowledge
in practice’ [4–6]. Third, most existing research into regulating ESw, focusing on experiments or
micro-scale findings, is provided by water engineers or hydrologists [26,27]. Limited explicit and
effective practical knowledge on regulating ESw’s is available to planners and designers who tend
to be more concerned with formal outcomes and their aesthetic influences of urban developments.
The scientific data-based ES studies are often found too difficult to be understood by practitioners or
too complicated to be directly applied in town and city planning practices [23].

In brief, this article aims to clarify how the spatial patterns of new town developments impact
the performance of regulating ESw provisions and what spatial patterns can perform better. In order
to answer these questions, this article discusses how applications can be improved by advancing the
identification and evaluation of pre-existing eco-resources as well as the planning and design of new
developments to maintain and enhance their ecological functioning, not only holistically, but at precinct
and site levels. This article is structured as follows: firstly, we present the study area, its regional
context, and describe the methods in Section 2. Then we present the results in Section 3. We discuss
the results in Section 4, formulating four urban design principles that may be potentially applicable in
new town development practices aspiring to integrate spatial patterns with regulating ESw provision
for urban sustainability.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and Its Regional Context

2.1.1. The Yangtze River Delta (YRD) and Two Indigenous Water-Related Spatial Patterns

The Yangtze River Delta (YRD) is situated on the eastern coastline of China where the Yangtze
River drains into the East China Sea (Figure 1a). It comprises eastern Shanghai Municipality, southern
Jiangsu Province and northern Zhejiang Province. Today, the YRD is one of the most urbanized and
industrialized regions in China. It covers only 1.1% of China’s land area but holds 7.3% of China’s
population and produces 17.5% of China’s GDP [28]. In the past decades, large amounts of forest
and cropland in the region have been converted into built-up areas. The three mega cities Shanghai,
Nanjing and Hangzhou, together with the fast-growing prefecture level cities and newly developed
greenfield towns in YRD, have formed the center of the largest economic belt in China, leading to one
of the largest urban agglomerations or urban regions in the world [29].
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Jiangnan Shui Xiang, literally ‘water-based settlements in the YRD’ [18], has been long considered as 
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Firstly, the double grids model (Figure 2a) used rivers and canals as its ‘public’ lifeline and used 
the ‘private’ streets and lanes for street life, shophouses, and walking [18]. One of the most famous 
double grids models came from Pingjiang (the name of Suzhou in Nan Song Dynasty), where narrow 
streets and lanes in grid format were interconnected and parallel with rivers and canals [18]. The 
connected major rivers and minor canals were used for waterborne transportation. Quiet lanes 
contrasted with busy and vital waterways. Most of dwellings adjacent to water had their own boat 
launches. Secondly, the lakeside model illustrated a typical picturesque landscape, supported by a 
variety of amenities around a lake [18] (Figure 2b). One of the most typical examples of this model 
was Hangzhou, historically centering on West Lake [18]. The lakeside model, given the advantage of 
a larger water area, offered additional functions that were missing in the double grids model with 
generally narrow watercourses. For example, the lakeside model allowed the possibility to create 
abundant recreational opportunities around the lake. The vibrancy of West Lake in Hangzhou came 
from the ten lakeside landscape sites, known as ‘Ten Scenes of West Lake’ [18]. These sites 

Figure 1. Locations of (a) the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) and (b) Lingang New City.

Given the influences of the East Asian monsoon, the YRD is well-known in historical times for its
productive and agrarian landscapes, particularly water- and agriculture-based productivity. Jiangnan
Shui Xiang, literally ‘water-based settlements in the YRD’ [18], has been long considered as the root of
the elegant and peaceful water-based lifestyle of the delta. In the traditional YRD, early dwellings were
linked together by a network of water [18], including rivers, channels, drainage ditches, and low-lying
rice paddies. There were two types of long held and highly valued indigenous spatial patterns of
water—the double grids model and the lakeside model.

Firstly, the double grids model (Figure 2a) used rivers and canals as its ‘public’ lifeline and
used the ‘private’ streets and lanes for street life, shophouses, and walking [18]. One of the most
famous double grids models came from Pingjiang (the name of Suzhou in Nan Song Dynasty), where
narrow streets and lanes in grid format were interconnected and parallel with rivers and canals [18].
The connected major rivers and minor canals were used for waterborne transportation. Quiet lanes
contrasted with busy and vital waterways. Most of dwellings adjacent to water had their own boat
launches. Secondly, the lakeside model illustrated a typical picturesque landscape, supported by a
variety of amenities around a lake [18] (Figure 2b). One of the most typical examples of this model
was Hangzhou, historically centering on West Lake [18]. The lakeside model, given the advantage
of a larger water area, offered additional functions that were missing in the double grids model
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with generally narrow watercourses. For example, the lakeside model allowed the possibility to
create abundant recreational opportunities around the lake. The vibrancy of West Lake in Hangzhou
came from the ten lakeside landscape sites, known as ‘Ten Scenes of West Lake’ [18]. These sites
distinguished Hangzhou as a lakeside city, with highly valued social and cultural ecosystem services
all year around.
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Figure 2. Two indigenous spatial patterns of water in the YRD, including (a) the double grids model
and (b) the lakeside model.

2.1.2. Study Area

Lingang New City, a satellite town of Shanghai, was chosen as the study area (Figure 1b). Lingang,
a site of 297 km2, was planned to contain both industrial and urban functions and to accommodate
a projected population of 0.83 million by 2020 [18,30]. The reasons of selection were: (1) the spatial
patterns of Lingang have undergone major changes from the 1990s to its current state, allowing the
study to explore the impacts of spatial patterns on regulating ESw performance across a series of
time spans associated with different development stages; (2) the aforementioned two indigenous
water-related spatial patterns were both adopted at Lingang, allowing the study to measure their
performance of regulating ESw; and (3) detailed planning documents including planning and design
schemes related to water are generously made available by the local government of Lingang New City.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the planning and design schemes related to water of Lingang New City had
three incremental phases.
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2.2. Methods

2.2.1. A Spatially Explicit and Semi-Qualitative Evaluation Method

As for the evaluation and mapping methods of ES, existing studies provided methods that often
required various data sources, advanced analysis methods, and land uses and land cover maps on a
broad scale [23]; therefore, they were too difficult to be applied to evaluate the spatial patterns of a new
town development, particularly at finer scales. In this article, we proposed a spatially explicit approach
in order to examine how the plan-making and form-making of a new town development contributes
to a high performance of three regulating ESw’s. To do so and to ensure replicability, we proposed an
approach that had the following characteristics: (1) it selected key indicators of evaluation based on
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peer-reviewed publications (Table 1); (2) it used the key indicators of evaluation that practitioners care
about and have control of, and therefore are related to spatial patterns, and can be represented using
spatial data; (3) it was driven by data that are published and publicly available; (4) its main processes
run in widely used software (ESRI ArcGIS with Spatial Analyst extension in this case); and (5) it used
simple, straightforward and semi-quantitative methods based on a scoring system [31]. Scoring is
a blunt tool for describing the complex and dynamic ecosystems such as rivers [31]. These features
enabled us to study regulating ESw in a ‘real-life’ city and finer scales under different water-related
spatial pattern considerations associated with different development stages of a satellite town in
the YRD.

The Lingang Administrative Committee provided a MapInfo dataset, which was converted
into ArcGIS with vector layers and produced the base maps at the urban scale. Most of raw data
were converted from CAD (Computer Aided Design) drawing and planning maps, including (1) the
planning schemes from conceptual planning to urban master planning, (2) land use maps of different
years, and (3) the technical reports of different disciplines. The water courses and areas in pre-urban
and post-urban conditions, as well as the different widths of riparian vegetation buffers, were derived
from the Lingang Hydrological Planning Technical Report (Hydrological Planning) made by Shanghai
Hydrological Planning and Design Institute [18,32] in 2004. After the CAD data were converted into
vector data in GIS, new fields, consistent with identified key indicators, were added into the ‘Attribute
Table’ of the map and reclassified with different scores. In order to supplement other finer-scaled details,
we also used on-site observation and other documentary evidence, including (1) policy documents
of different levels of governments, (2) administrative and strategic documents, (3) project briefs,
construction specification, and management manuals, (4) relevant research projects, (5) monitoring and
archival records, and (6) other secondary sources (i.e., journal articles, newspaper, and other articles
appearing in the mass media or Internet [18]). To obtain on-site evidence, we conducted fieldtrips
in June 2009, February 2011, and June 2013 using GPS equipment (MobileMapperCE). In terms of
topography, we downloaded the DEM (Digital Elevation Model) data with a resolution of 30 m and an
elevation accuracy of 1 m for topographic analysis from ASTER [33].

By doing so, individual thematic maps were produced to represent different indicators.
The following step was rasterization, which converted vector maps into raster maps. Considering the
mean width of waterways at Lingang, we selected 50 m as the cell size, which the output raster dataset
was created with. After raster-based thematic maps were overlaid, the operation of ‘Aggregate’ can
resample an input raster to a coarser resolution based on a specific aggregation strategy. The aggregated
result map as the output results can clearly indicate higher and lower performance of regulating ESw
provisions. The overall performance of regulating ESw provision is calculated as:

ESW = WF× FS×WQ, (1)

where ESW represents the overall performance for the provision of regulating water-related ecosystem
services. WF, FS, and WQ denote the performance of water flow regulation, flooding and stormwater
regulation, and water quality regulation, respectively. They were normalized into the value range
between one and five based on their attributes, which are specified in the following sub-sections.

2.2.2. Key Indicators for Evaluating Water Flow Regulation

Regarding the ES of water flow regulation (WF) in the YRD, three different indicators were defined
based on peer-reviewed publications. Indicators are listed in Table 1 (from 1.1 to 1.3). The performance
for WF is evaluated based on the following formula:

WF = 3
√

Sr× Ee×Vr1, (2)
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where WF represents the performance for regulating water flow; Sr, Ee, and Vr1 represent sinuosity
ratio, extent of engineering intervention, and vegetated riparian buffer width, respectively, which are
specified below.

Sinuosity ratio (Sr, 1.1) represents the impact of the geometric complexity of a water channel
on sedimentation and erosion [34,35], and it can be measured by the ‘the ratio of a channel length
and the valley length’ [18,36]. Since the channels in the YRD had to accommodate excessive particles
from upstream, straight channels (Sr = 1.0) were defined as high performance (they had a score of 5).
Channels with the Sr between 1.0 and 1.5 have a score of 3, and the others with the Sr of 1.5 have a
score of 1.

The extent of engineering intervention (Ee, 1.2), expressed as the percentage of engineered water
body, was derived from a combination of the predominant planform, cross profile, and level of
reinforcement of the water body [37]. Excessively engineered or newly built water bodies (Pe between
70% and 100%; i.e., channelization, straightening, simplifying river banks, dredging riverbeds and
narrowing channel width), contributed less to WF and were assigned a value of 1. Semi-natural water
bodies (Ee between 30% and 70%) were assigned values of 3, while natural ones (Ee less than 30%)
were assigned a value of 5.

Vegetated riparian buffer width (Vr1, 1.3) is important for soil erosion reduction and filtering
particles in the waterflow before it flows into downstream waterbodies [38]. As per the literature,
an average width of 30 m riparian vegetated buffer was effective in preventing erosion and increasing
the stability of lower waterbodies, while a buffer of 80 m-wide vegetation along the water was
sufficient enough to deposit sediments and erosion from surrounding farmlands [18,21,39]. Thus,
wider vegetated buffers (Vr1 ≥ 80 m) contributed more to WF (score 5). A water body with a buffer
width between 30 and 80 m is assigned value of 3 and the others are score 1.

2.2.3. Key Indicators for Evaluating Flooding and Stormwater Mitigation

As for the flooding and stormwater mitigation (FS) in the YRD, three different indicators were
defined based on peer-reviewed publications. Indicators are listed in Table 1 (from 2.1 to 2.3).
The performance for FS was evaluated based on the formula as follows:

FS = 3
√

Te×Cr× Sd, (3)

where FS represents the performance for mitigating flooding and stormwater; Te, Cr, and Sd represent
terrain elevation, the curve number, and stormwater drainage approach, respectively, which are
specified below.

Terrain elevation (Te, 2.1) represents the tolerance of a site to floods as a result of its topographic
character [18,40]. The irregular topography of a given site was computed using the DEM data in
grid format. According to Chinese Standard for Flood Control (GB 50201-94) [41], the Hydrological
Planning [32], and the elevation accuracy of 1 m of downloaded digital elevation maps, the areas with
high elevations (Te ≥ 6m) that were less vulnerable were graded 5, while flood-prone sites of lower
elevations (Te ≤ 4m) were considered more vulnerable to flooding (score 1). Other areas (Te between 4
and 6 m) were graded 3.

Coefficient of runoff (Cr, 2.2) is an empirical criterion used in hydrological studies in order to
predict direct runoff or infiltration caused by rainfall excess, and it is influenced by soil composition,
texture, and land cover types [18,42–44]. Generally speaking, urban runoff increases with slope and
an impervious surface coverage, but it decreases with soil organic content and vegetative cover [42].
Since the soil type at Lingang is of the silt loam variety (comprised of 0%–15% clay, 45%–100% silt, and
0%–55% sand), this article adopted the Cr for ‘Clay and Silt Loam’ [18,42]. According to Marsh [42],
commercial land uses were assigned a Cr of 1.0. Heavy industrial land was assigned a Cr of 1.5, while
light industrial, roads, and car parking were assigned Cr values of 2.5. Residential land with storied
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buildings was assigned a Cr of 3.5, while low-density residential land and cultivated land were graded
4. Areas of woodland (0%–5% slope) were assigned a Cr of 4.5, and parks were graded 5.

Indicator 2.3 of Sd represented different approaches of stormwater drainage, focusing on how
runoff was collected and transported across different surfaces. The areas with drainage channel
enlargement, pipe networks, and intensive pumps were considered as a short-circuiting route
in the hydrological cycle (score 1), often with disastrous results of peak discharge and localized
sedimentation [40,45]. The areas where runoff spread over impervious surfaces before entering the
conventional drainage piping system had a score of 3 [40,45]. Other more sustainable drainage
approaches (i.e., pervious pavement, detention ponds, a buffer strip, and rain gardens) [46] that
deposited ‘the design storm and then allow it to discharge at a specified rate’ [18,42] had a score 5.

2.2.4. Key Indicators for Evaluating Water Quality Regulation

The ES of regulating water quality (WQ) in the YRD concerned five different indicators involving
a combination of intrinsic and extrinsic factors, as listed in Table 1 (from 3.1 to 3.5). The performance
of WQ was evaluated based on the formula as follows:

WQ = 5
√

Wv× Ef×Vr2 × Bp× Ep, (4)

where WQ represents the performance for regulating water quality; Wv, Ef, Vr2, Bp, and Ep represent
water volume, extent of flow velocity improvement, vegetated riparian buffer width, extent of
biological processes improvement, and extent of pollution, respectively, which are specified below.

Indicator 3.1 of Wv was quantified by the mean depth of a lake and the size of the cross-sectional
area of the water channel [18,47]. The literature suggests shallower water areas were more vulnerable
to algae blooms if their mean depths were less than 10 m [18,47]. Lakes with a 10 m or deeper mean
depth and channels with larger cross-sectional areas were graded 5. Lakes with a mean depth less than
10 m and channels with medium-sized cross-sectional areas had scores of 3, and everything else was
scored 1. Any changes to Wv may result in modifications to channel morphology or riparian habitats,
which should be carefully considered during the planning and design processes.

Indicator 3.2 (Ef) is the extent of flow velocity improvement, which determines how susceptible
water bodies are to pollution [40]. Streamflow is correlated with dissolved oxygen in water [47], while
flow velocity effects the quality of the in-stream habitat [48,49]. Lakes are likely more susceptible to
contamination than rivers because of their longer circulation times, higher sensitivities to pollution,
and more difficult recoveries compared to rivers [18,40]. Considering the low-lying, flat, and stagnant
water flow in the YRD, the water bodies with a semi-natural intervention to increase dissolved oxygen
in water (i.e., riverbed sill, rock ramp, zig-zag sill) were graded 5, while ones with engineering
intervention (i.e., polder, pump, weir, and sluice gate) were graded 3 [50]. A value of 1 was assigned if
there was no consideration of Ef.

Vegetated riparian buffer width (Vr2, 3.3) is also correlated to WQ, but their filtering functions
differ according to their widths [51]. The literature recommends that an average width of 30 m
vegetated riparian buffer can effectively filter nutrients and remove other pollutants [18,39], while
there is significantly higher removal efficiency (in %) in 10 m-wide riparian buffers compared to 5 m
widths [51]. Thus, regarding the contribution to WQ, the wider vegetated buffers (Vr2 ≥ 30 m) were
graded 5. Buffers were graded 3 if they were between 10 m and 30 m, and they graded lowest if below
10 m (score 1).

Indicator 3.4 of Bp acknowledges the role of biological processes in mitigating eutrophic processes
through a healthy food web in aquatic ecosystems [18,52]. A water body that can largely purify
itself through an input of micro-organism treatment and self-perpetuating biological communities
was graded 5 [18,47]. The water with an interaction of fishes and aquatic plants was graded 3.
No consideration of Bp was assigned a value of 1.
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Extent of pollution (Ep, 3.5) was also considered. A water body was assigned 1 if it was polluted
by adjacent sewage outfalls, industrial effluent pipes, or surface runoff pipes [37]. Wastewater without
treatment discharged from agriculture, households, and industry and urban runoff were major sources
of nutrients, synthetic organic pollutants, heavy metals, and pesticides [18,53]. The water influenced
by adjacent land uses, including industrial, commercial, and roads had a score of 3. The water with no
pollution input was assigned a value of 5.

Table 1. Key indicators and their scores in regulating water-related ecosystem service (ESw) evaluation
based on peer-reviewed publications.

Types of ESw No. Key
Indicators

Quantification/Definition Based on
Peer-Reviewed Publications

Urban or
Finer
Scale

Conditions Scoring
(1–5)

Ecosystem services
of water flow

regulation (WF)

1.1
Sinuosity ratio

(Sr)
the ratio of a channel length and the valley

length (%) [18,34,35]
at urban

scale

Sr = 1.0 5

1.0 < Sr ≤ 1.5 3

Sr > 1.5 1

1.2

Extent of
engineering
intervention

(Ee)

the percentage of engineered water body,
derived from a combination of the

predominant planform, cross profile, and level
of reinforcement of the water body (%) [37]

at finer
scale

0 ≤ Ee < 30% 5

30% ≤ Ee ≤ 70% 3

70% < Ee ≤ 100% 1

1.3
Vegetated

riparian buffer
width (Vr1)

the mean width of vegetated riparian buffer
along the water (m) [18,21,39]

at finer
scale

Vr ≥ 80 m 5

30m ≤ Vr < 80 m 3

Vr < 30 m 1

Ecosystem service
of flooding and

stormwater
regulation (FS)

2.1
Terrain

Elevation (Te)
the mean elevation of an area, representing its

tolerance to floods (m) [18,32,40]

at urban
and finer

scales

Te > 6 m (not flooded
by constant tide) 5

4 m < Ta ≤ 6 m
(flooded by constant
tide, but not flooded

by peak flow)

3

Ta ≤ 4 m (flooded by
peak flow) 1

2.2
Coefficient of
Runoff (Cr)

an empirical criterion to predict direct runoff
or infiltration caused by rainfall excess,

influenced by soil texture and composition,
and land cover types [18,42–44]

at urban
scale

park 5

woodland (flat) 4.5

residential
(single family),
cultivated (flat)

4.0

residential (attached,
multifamily) 3.5

industrial (light); road,
car parking 2.5

industrial (heavy) 1.5

commercial (shopping
center, etc.) 1.0

2.3
Stormwater

drainage
approach (Sd)

the presence of a sustainable stormwater
drainage approach [40,45,46]

at finer
scale

with more sustainable
drainage approaches 5

with conventional
drainage

pipe network
3

with drainage channel
enlargement, pipe

network and
intensive pumps

1
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Table 1. Cont.

Types of ESw No. Key
Indicators

Quantification/Definition Based on
Peer-Reviewed Publications

Urban or
Finer
Scale

Conditions Scoring
(1–5)

Ecosystem service
of water quality
regulation (WQ)

3.1
Water Volume

(Wv)

the mean depth of a lake; the size of a
cross-sectional area of a water channel

(m or m2) [18,47]

at urban
scale

lake’s mean
depth ≥ 10 m; or

larger cross-sectional
area of a water

channel

5

Lake’s mean
depth < 10 m;

or medium
cross-sectional area of

a water channel

3

smaller
cross-sectional area of

a water channel
1

3.2

Extent of flow
velocity

improvement
(Ef)

the extent of improving water circulation
using different approaches [18,40,50]

at finer
scale

with semi-natural
intervention to

increase dissolved
oxygen in water

5

with engineering
intervention 3

none 1

3.3
Vegetated

riparian buffer
width (Vr2)

the mean width of vegetated riparian buffer
along the water (m) [18,21,39,51]

at finer
scale

Vr ≥ 30 m 5

10 m ≤ Vr < 30 m 3

Vr < 10 m 1

3.4
Biological

processes (Bp)
the presence of biological processes in the

water [18,47,52]
at finer
scale

with the input of
micro-organism

treatment
5

with fish input
and/or aquatic plants 3

none 1

3.5
Extent of

pollution (Ep)
the extent of pollution inputs [18,37,53]

at urban
and finer

scales

none 5

influenced by
adjacent land uses,

including industrial,
commercial,
roads, etc.

3

influenced by
pollutant inputs from

sewage outfalls,
industrial effluent
pipes, and surface

runoff pipes

1

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Water-Related Spatial Patterns in Three Development Stages of Lingang New City

3.1.1. Pre-Urban Spatial Patterns of Water (before 1998)

The spatial patterns of the pre-urban Lingang were dominated by a river and channel network
and a large tract of native salt marsh bordering the East China Sea (Figure 4a). There were small
fish ponds scattered on or off the water grid in West Lingang. Large low-lying ponds next to the
salt marshlands were dominated in East Lingang, which was one of the most ecologically sensitive
habitats for wildlife and wild birds along the coastline [18]. The water grid coupled with scattered
ponds covered 12.4% of the 200 km2 terrestrial land before development. The low elevation, relatively
flat topography, and coastal location of East Lingang made it vulnerable to seasonal floods resulting
from the cumulative impacts of rainfall excess and seasonal typhoons in summer months [54].
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3.1.2. Spatial Patterns Made in the Lingang Urban Master Planning and Hydrological Planning
Technical Report (1998–2004)

Since 1998, the spatial patterns of water at Lingang have been transformed drastically. Following
the Concept Master Plan 1998, a man-made circular shaped Dishui Lake (literally ‘Waterdrop Lake’)
of 530 hectares was suggested to be built as the center of the proposed urban area at East Lingang.
In May 2002, the local city council decided to start the groundwork for this new lake to speed up the
development process. In 2003, Dishui Lake, 3.5 m in depth and 2500 m in diameter, was created in the
middle of the salt marsh. In the same year, an international competition for the conceptual master plan
was completed. The winning plan, inspired by Howard’s ‘Garden City’ model [55], was dominated
by a strong concentric and radial urban form organized around the already striking circular shaped
Dishui Lake in the center [32]. The local government approved the master plan, but its ecological
implications (i.e., ES provision) remained unclear. At West Lingang, the spatial pattern of the pre-urban
water grid remained to establish a double grids model. However, the overall water coverage decreased
from the original 12.4% to 8% [18,56].

Hydrological infrastructures were prepared by the Hydrological Planning in April 2004 to serve
the new town. The spatial pattern of the water network was modified by water engineers who
calculated the design storm and proposed the flood control infrastructure [18]. Consequently, the water
coverage increased to 11% [32].

3.1.3. Master Plan Amendments (from 2006)

Responding to the concerns about the water quality of Dishui Lake addressed by local scholars,
several studies and amendments were organized by the Lingang Administrative Committee after 2006.
These studies included: (1) water flow input-output studies, aiming to accelerate water circulation in
Dishui Lake prepared by the Nanhui Water Authority and local universities [18,57,58], and (2) on-site
treatment experiments through bioreactors to improve water quality (through on-site observations
in June 2009). In addition, since the significance of wild bird habitats along the coastline was
acknowledged, the native marshlands were reserved as an ecological park.
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3.2. Evaluating the Impacts of Changing Water-Related Spatial Patterns on Regulating Water-Related
Ecosystem Service (ESw) Performances

Using the aforementioned evaluation method of regulating ESw, different performances of WF,
FS, and WQ and their overlapping results of ESW between pre-urban and post-urban Lingang were
measured. The performance of the post-urban Lingang was measured primarily based on the spatial
patterns of water proposed in the Hydrological Planning. Figure 5a–l depicts the spatial patterns
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of different performances for WF, FS, WQ, and ESW, supported by the line graph in Figure 6. As
for WF, FS, and WQ, a value range from 0 to 2 was considered a lower performance, a range from
2.01 to 3.5 was considered a medium performance, and the range from 3.51 to 5 was considered a
higher performance. Regarding ESW, the value range from 1 to 18 was considered as a lower overall
performance, the range from 18.01 to 46 was considered medium, and the range from 46.01 to 125
was considered a higher performance. The evaluation results of WF, FS, WQ, and overall ESW are
compared and discussed below.

3.2.1. Different Performances of Water Flow Regulation

The performance of WF provision was measured through overlaying three indicators of Sr, Ee,
and Vr1. As illustrated in Figure 5a–c, the study areas at East Lingang showed particularly remarkable
changes in this measure, with 85.41% of the pre-urban areas having the higher value but dropped
to 1.76% at post-urban time (Figure 6). It was likely caused by the creation of ‘waterdrop and water
ripples’ and ‘lakeside model’ of the newly built water system, which ignored the conservation of native
marshlands. Consequently, 56.40% of post-urban East Lingang had a moderate performance of WF. By
contrast, at West Lingang, the lower value decreased from 79.19% to 35.33% between pre-urban and
post-urban times, primarily because the major rivers in the northern precinct were well-conserved and
supported with sufficient vegetated riparian buffers.

3.2.2. Different Performances of Flooding and Stormwater Mitigation

The performance of FS was measured by overlaying three indicators of Te, Cr, and Sd. As
illustrated in Figure 5d–f, the overlay results provided a significant reduction in FS performance from
pre-urban to post-urban Lingang. At East Lingang, the higher performance of FS showed a decline
from 78.22% to 20.40% (Figure 6), partly because the pre-urban native marshlands were planned
to be converted into built-up areas. The indicator of Te was a major component in determining
the performance of FS in the eastern part of Lingang where most sites were flat and low-lying.
Intensive urban development should have been minimized at East Lingang because it is a floodplain;
however, there was no evidence that this had been considered in the planning proposals from 2003
to 2004. Figure 5e illustrates that some basins or ponds in residential communities at East Lingang
(deep blue) likely performed better because of its role as a biorention basin in detaining the design
storm and smoothing peak flows. From 2006 onwards, there was consideration given to conserving
marshlands as wild bird habitats along the eastern coastline (Figure 5f). This resulted in a slight
increase of medium performance of FS from 57.73% in 2004 to 64.97% after 2006. At West Lingang,
there was a remarkable decline of higher performance of FS from 95.66% to 18.31% (Figure 6) between
pre-urban and post-urban conditions. Meanwhile, the moderate performance of FS increased to
57.90%, primarily resulting from the loss of pre-urban farmlands and the increasing impermeable
surfaces of manufacturing areas. For example, since the previous woodlands were converted into the
proposed Logistic Park Precinct, rapidly drained surfaces were built that had a lower performance
of FS. Moreover, the major rivers and canals in the spatial pattern of the double grids model were
adjacent to roads across the industrial areas and were also vulnerable to floods.

3.2.3. Different Performances of Water Quality Regulation

The performance of WQ provision was measured through overlaying five indicators of Wv, Ef,
Vr2, Bp, and Ep, among which Ef and Bp were evaluated based on the input–output studies of water
flow [58] and water treatment experiments [30]. As illustrated in Figure 5g–i, the water grid, primarily
located at West Lingang, performed poorly in terms of WQ provision, and it was not enhanced by
following Hydrological Planning. The spatial pattern of the lakeside model at East Lingang was
not significantly enhanced either, but was improved after 2006 to have a higher performance of WQ
because of the water quality treatment. 84.14% of the pre-urban East Lingang had a higher performance
of WQ because of the filtering function of marshlands (Figure 6). Although drainage and sewage
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piping systems were established by the Hydrological Planning, the water adjacent to built-up areas and
roads performed poorly for WQ in general (89.60% in Figure 6). The indicators of Ef and Bp were found
to be major factors in determining the performance of WQ because the accelerated water circulation
and introduced biological processes specified in the water improvement design achieved better water
quality in Dishui Lake, represented by the target of Grade III-IV (blue in Figure 5i). Furthermore,
85.82% of the pre-urban West Lingang performed poorly on WQ (Figure 6), particularly because the
rivers and canals in the double grids model were largely influenced by factories and villages (red
in Figure 5g). Despite the fact that its water quality had been already degraded before new town
development, there was no evidence water quality improvements, and 95.44% of the post-urban West
Lingang performed poorly in WQ.

3.2.4. Different Overall Performances of Water-Related Regulating Ecosystem Services

The maps of WF, FS, and WQ were overlaid in order to measure the overall performance in
pre-urban and post-urban Lingang, respectively. The research findings were quite evident based on
the composite maps (Figure 5j–l). Firstly, as illustrated in Figure 5j, 82.47% of the pre-urban West
Lingang in the spatial pattern of the double grids model had lower performance of ESW provision
(Figure 6), while 85.30% of the pre-urban East Lingang performed better because of its marshlands
and water basins. Secondly, based on the Hydrological Planning, major rivers in West Lingang were
improved to have a moderate to higher performance of overall ESw provision; however, the minor
canals across manufacturing areas or adjacent to roads continued to perform poorly (Figure 5k).
There was 93.06% of post-urban East Lingang in the spatial pattern of the lakeside model that
performed poorly in terms of ESW provision, partly because the low-lying flood-prone areas and
native marshlands were converted into built-up areas. Xiyin River that linked Dazhi River with
Dishui Lake showed moderate performance because it was supported by constructed wetlands and
sufficiently wide riparian vegetation, while other small water basins within the residential communities
around Dishui Lake may serve as bioretention areas to mitigate peak flows, thereby leading to good
performance. Thirdly, based on the 2006 water improvement design (Figure 5l), the water circulation
and underwater biological processes in the waterways around Dishui Lake, East Lingang, were
improved by ecologists and water engineers and, therefore, has performed better since 2006. In
addition, there was a noticeable conservation of wild bird habitats along the east coastline, contributing
to the conservation of floodplains. As a result, the lower capacity of ESW was slightly decreased from
93.06% in 2004 to 88.26%.
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Figure 5. Evaluation results of the impacts of changed spatial patterns on the performance of regulating
ESw, including (a) performance for WF provision based on pre-urban condition; (b) performance
for WF provision based on Hydrological Planning 2004; (c) performance for WF provision based
on improvements after 2006; (d) performance for FS provision based on pre-urban condition;
(e) performance for FS provision based on Hydrological Planning 2004; (f) performance for FS provision
based on improvements after 2006; (g) performance for WQ provision based on pre-urban condition;
(h) performance for WQ provision based on Hydrological Planning 2004; (i) performance for WQ
provision based on improvements after 2006; (j) performance for overall ESW provision based on
pre-urban condition; (k) performance for overall ESW provision based on Hydrological Planning 2004;
and (l) performance for overall ESW provision based on improvements after 2006.
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4. Discussion: Urban Design Principles for Effectively Regulating ESw

The concept of ES has become a catchphrase in the international literature, while its delivery in
practice falls behind. As criticized by de Groot et al [59], there was a gap between the notion of ES
and its coherent and integrated delivery in practice, particularly in the planning and design processes.
The aforementioned evaluation results in the case of Lingang are practical for urban design of both
large-scale and finer-scale spatial patterns. Here, urban design mainly concerns the planning and
design of the built environment [60]. We discuss the following four urban design principles to achieve
safer and more sustainable new town developments through effective regulation of ESw.

4.1. Minimizing Changes to Water Coverage and Land Uses in Flood-Prone Areas for Flooding Mitigation

Liao [60] argued that relying solely on flood control infrastructure would make modern cities more
vulnerable to flood hazards. In the YRD, minimizing changes to natural water bodies and flood-prone
areas should be considered in the first place during a new town development process in order to
maintain high performance of FS. The early Lingang Urban Master Plan highlighted the geometric
spatial pattern of water, aiming to provide the new town development with unique characters and a
different identity. Urban design, however, should respect inherent functions of aquatic ecosystems
rather than pursuing visual pleasure and a desire for modernity using engineering approaches [18].
Local professionals and other parties also failed to challenge this idea and to stress the significance
of ecosystem-based adaptation. Instead, flood control infrastructure (such as river embankments
and coastal defense walls) were built, which have been argued to ‘often produce a false sense of
security’ [60,61]. The following Hydrological Planning decided to restore the water coverage to 11% of
surface area from 8% based on the calculation of accommodating possible stormy high floods, although
the designed water coverage was still lower than the 12.4% in pre-urban Lingang. Furthermore,
the aforementioned evaluation results revealed that urban design should incorporate and anticipate
the ecological processes of flooding. It means there should be priority in planning and formulating to
keep flood-prone areas clear of obstacles to such processes. Rather than being converted into built-up
areas, flood-prone land is, from the viewpoint of maximizing FS performance, best utilized for open
spaces [60]. Major traffic roads and high-density development can be allocated on ridgelines and high
lands, while low density development can be arranged between high lands and the floodplains.
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4.2. Conserving Waterway Morphology before Designating Water Conservation Areas

Hydraulic engineering approaches, such as channelization, straightening, simplifying river
banks, dredging riverbeds, and narrowing channel width [18], have often been applied in controlling
natural water bodies in modern cities. In China, the conservation of waterway morphology is critical
to regulating water flow, removing contaminants, and enhancing other ESw’s, particularly those
ecological sensitive waterways that act as habitats or corridors for unique species, or small channels
with low flow velocity that have difficulty in regulating their water flows. Modern engineering
approaches should be minimized. In previous 1990 Chinese planning systems, there was no legislation
that prevented water bodies from being destroyed, broken, and dramatically changed. In 2006,
the Management Regulation for Urban Blue Line [62] was enacted [18]. This, however, also failed to
achieve conservation in practice. In fact, an ‘Urban Blue Line’ (water conservation area) is often drawn
after a natural water body has been changed or a new shape of water area has been created. However,
from the sake of ES performance, ‘Urban Blue Line’ should be used to designate natural water bodies
with high conservation values before any plans and design processes commence.

4.3. Adapting the Double Grids Model through a Finer-Scale Living Filter

Another lesson seen in the case of Lingang is the importance of finer-scale living filters in helping
adapt the indigenous double grids model in modern cities. Different from the model in historic cities,
most waterways are no longer ‘public’ for transportation. Roads that tend to be built adjacent to
water to maximize the land for other functions are busy and wide for vehicles, likely bringing high
temperature runoff, oil, dirt, heavy metals, and other toxic chemicals to the water [18]. To maintain
the spatial pattern of the double grids model as well as water quality, roads can be upgraded with
finer-scale living filters (Figure 7a), for example, bioswales or buffer strips that can detain surface
runoff and filter pollutants from pavements. In addition, at the site level such as West Lingang,
other detailed improvements should be made (Figure 7a), including the application of water quality
improvement design using biological processes, the monitoring of water quality and siltation in water
channels, and the usage of decentralized wastewater treatment to protect water from being polluted
by domestic, agricultural, and industrial effluents. Instead of building embankments with concrete
for neat appearances and flooding prevention, the plant species and the width of vegetation buffer
along the water bodies are critical to select. According to the local literature, either native plant species
with higher filtering functions (such as Iris pseudacorus, Canna indica Linn., etc.) [63,64] or hardy plants
that require little, if any, irrigation, fertilizer, or pesticide, should be suggested. As per the existing
knowledge on ecosystem services [18,39,51], a riparian buffer of 30 m is generally recommended as
the minimum width to effectively remove chemical residuals and particles, reduce high temperatures
of runoff, as well as water-dependent wildlife and birds.

4.4. Integrating the Lakeside Model with Biorention Systems within Developments

Compared to the creation of large man-made water bodies during development that rely on huge
costs and intensive maintenance, it is relatively more sustainable and achievable to accommodate a
biorention system in the lakeside model in modern cities. Although the lakeside model has been long
considered as an ideal form in the YRD because of its easy access to water, this article suggests that
the model should be carefully considered through an integrated approach of ecologically sensitive
alternatives (Figure 7b). By re-naturalizing the flood-prone areas in the eastern part of Dishui Lake, new
aquatic ecosystems associated with open spaces could emerge in order to achieve a high performance
in flooding mitigation. Considering the accumulative impacts on water quality, land uses with indirect
pollution inputs (such as commercial and industrial) should be encouraged to be located outside
waterfront areas. Direct pollution inputs of pipes should be eliminated. If they are proximate to water
bodies, their negative impacts must be monitored. This case study also manifested that for a high
performance in overall regulation of ESw, stormwater management needs to be integrated with urban
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design and site-scale landscape design (Figure 7b). This includes maximizing the width of riparian
conservation buffers for filtering purposes, establishing constructed wetlands to recycle wastewater
and stormwater, locating sedimentation basins in the headwaters to protect important water bodies
from upstream pollutants, and reduce excessive sediments. The lakeside model in modern cities can
utilize other ecologically sensitive alternatives by integrating plazas, rooftops, and parking lots with
bioretention basins. By doing so, an unconnected and long-circuit drainage approach is established,
through which surface runoff spreads over pervious areas before being discharged to drainage systems
and, accordingly, peak flows of natural water bodies decline.
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Figure 7. Integration in regulating ESw and the evaluation results based on improvements.
As illustrated in Figure 7a,b, the above urban design principles are applied in Lingang to demonstrate
the possibility of integrating water-related spatial patterns with regulating ESw provision for urban
sustainability. Consequently, the overall performance for ESw at Lingang can be increased (Figure 7c).
(a) Improvements to West Lingang; (b) Improvements to East Lingang; and (c) Improved performance
of regulating ESw based on proposed urban design principles.

4.5. Limitations and Caveats

Some limitations in our research should be recognized. Firstly, the theory of ‘design for
eco-services’ [1] had not been widely applied in practice during the planning of Lingang. The term
ecosystem services might not be explicitly described or expressed in the case of Lingang. Secondly,
as the ‘one case embedded design’ [65] used in this article, some research findings from the YRD,
one of the most developed metropolises in China, cannot be generalized to other developing cities or
towns. Thirdly, the evaluation method proposed in this article was affected by the selection of case and,
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therefore, had its own limitations in the accessibility of data. It only centered on three regulating ESw’s
(WF, FS, and WQ) that are deteriorating but critical to the landscape health of the YRD. Supported by
different key indicators, this method can be generalized to other ESw’s or other types of ESs related to
vegetation, waste, carbon, and soil. Although this article demonstrated an evaluation method that
can qualify different impacts of various spatial patterns of water on the performance of regulating
ESw, the indicators identified in this article may differ from case to case. When applying the method
in different contexts or at different scales, key ecosystem services and their related indicators need to
be reconsidered.

5. Conclusions

Our research aimed to help planners and designers develop a better understanding of regulating
ESw in practice by providing ‘relevant, actionable and efficacious’ [66] knowledge. This article had
three major conclusions.

Firstly, this article related spatial patterns with ES performance. Since most existing ecological and
biological knowledge of ES mapping has focused on non-urban areas, we turned this focus into practical
knowledge for new town development. Typically, urban planners and designers are always concerned
with the urban designs they create through their design, but not so much with their ecological
consequences. This article clarified what and how formal outcomes impact on the performance of
regulating ESw. We demonstrated that the two traditional spatial patterns of Jiangnan Shui Xiang,
namely the lakeside model and the double grids model, had achieved higher performance for ESw
in pre-urban conditions than their contemporary manifestations. Compared with the well-conserved
double grids model at West Lingang, the lakeside model centering on the man-made Dishui Lake at
East Lingang, influenced by pursuing a mixture of the nostalgia for indigenous form, the approaches
of hydraulic engineering, and the desire for modernity, consequently led to lower performance for
regulating ESw. The evaluation results informed practical urban design principles for effectively
regulating ESw in modern cities, requiring large-scale land uses considerations in conserving water
coverage, floodplains, and channel morphology, as well as finer-scale design implications in integrating
with living filters and bioretention systems.

Secondly, the GIS-based evaluation method of regulating ESw not only presented qualitative
evidence through mapping that identified where ecological problems might be embedded, but also
provided semi-quantitative findings that measured how the performance for specific or overall
ecosystem services statistically changed. For planning and design professionals during the planning
process, this method can be utilized to diagnose what spatial pattern is likely problematic regarding
ESw performance. This method can be applied to evaluate both large- and fine-scaled urban forms,
effectively supporting the iterative processes of refining and optimizing planning or design schemes.
The method can also facilitate effective decision-making for cities. Semi-quantitative maps provide
strong evidence to support arguments, while qualitative diagrams are readable and legible to the
public. This evaluation method has been tested to be useful in methodological contribution because
all indicators were selected with spatial characteristics that practitioners care about and have control
of. This method is, therefore, expected to meet the relevance requirements of ecological practical
knowledge [63].

The final contribution of this article was contextualization—the process of applying international
knowledge on ES mapping to the contemporary Chinese context and showcasing urban design
principles for evaluating ES in future new town developments. Although Birkeland argued that
low-cost eco-innovation inspired by ES would be also beneficial to developing countries [1], their
argument was largely based on generic conditions that were suggested to be applicable to western or
developed nations [18]. This article advanced the field by applying the theories of ES to the specific
situation of the YRD, operationalizing them in practices for sustainable new towns. The two indigenous
forms in the YRD studied in this article contributed to regulating ESw, which can provide insights to
international knowledge on ES, particularly in new town developments in deltaic regions.
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